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Abundance Attraction
Jupiter is the planet of abundance, joy, growth & success. Where
Jupiter is placed on your chart indicates how you can create
abundance more naturally in a way that brings you joy.
F c
Your natal Jupiter is in Gemini in the 7th house. You naturally
attract abundance by sharing information, teaching or learning,
especially in one-on-one sessions where you can give or receive
support.

Venus is the planet of love, money & values. Where Venus is
placed on your chart indicates what you strongly value & desire
in life. This can give you clarity on what you REALLY want to
manifest.
D d
Your natal Venus is in Cancer in the 8th house. You strongly
desire to nurture others through times of transformation - running
a business, making money, or during birth/rebirth/death.
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Abundance Attraction
Midas is the asteroid of making money. Midas on your chart
indicates how you can easily make money.
Midas d
You can make money easily by nurturing others through
education. Teaching & sharing what you know deeply to help
others feel nurtured & cared for can bring you money easily.

Abundantia is the asteroid of effortless abundance. Abundantia
on your chart indicates how you naturally & effortlessly create
abundance in your life.
Abundantia d
You can bring effortless abundance into your life in the same way
that Midas brings money into your life - these asteroids are
conjunct on your chart, indicating that you effortlessly create
abundance AND money through nurturing others with education.
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Abundance Attraction
The 2nd house indicates your desires, goals & manifesting.
Looking at what sign(s) are in your 2nd house, and if any
planets fall in the 2nd house, can indicate how you can tap into
your innate manifesting powers.
IGHY j
You manifest your goals by creating an adventurous & strategic
approach to bring your dreams into reality, finding an
unconventional approach, and being devoted + self-disciplined.

The 8th house indicates how you can transform other's money
into your money. Looking at what sign(s) are in your 8th house,
and if any planets fall in the 8th house, can indicate how you can
tap into your innate money-magnet powers.
A c D U d
You naturally gravitate towards making money by being social,
talking to others & keeping busy. You also deeply desire to make
money through nurturing, healing and holding space for others.
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Your Abundance Tools
Based on your chart, I've intuitively channelled some ways for
YOU to boost your manifesting powers & attract more
abundance easily into your life.
THROAT & THIRD EYE CHAKRA HEALING
Opening your throat chakra will enable you to feel more
confident to step into your true manifesting powers, and opening
your third eye chakra will help you to nurture & hold space for
others. Healing yourself so you can heal others is a big factor for
you to move away from a state of lack into a state of abundance.

Crystals to carry: amethyst, blue lace agate, lapis lazuli, sodalite
Herbs to connect with: marshmallow root, licorice root, rosemary,
sage, peppermint, juniper berry
Affirmation: I speak my truth with confidence.
Yoga poses: shoulderstand, legs up the wall, plow pose, standing
forward bend, downward facing dog
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